Sun cream
SPF 15 & SPF 30

Protect your skin in the sun – also when working.
How much sun the skin can handle is different from person to person. But it is a fact that too
much sun is both unhealthy and cancer-inducing. And that the harmful effect from UV radiation can be
limited signiﬁcantly by using a sun cream with sun protection factor.
This is why, it is important to use sun cream. Both at work and in your spare time.
Factor 15 or factor 30? You know your skin best.
Factor 15 gives medium protection and is recommended for normal or darker skin.
For light or sensitive skin a factor 30 with high protection is recommended.

Product facts:
Q Available with both factor 15 and factor 30
Q Has the Nordic Swan label
Q Protects against UVA & UVB radiation
Q Easy to apply
Q Easily absorbed into the skin
Q Supports and restores the natural barriere function of the skin
Q Without parabens, perfume and color
The sun cream contain a sun ﬁlter with ingredients, which penetrate the top layer of the skin.
When the skin is met with UV radiation, the ﬁlter will absorb the UV-radiation so that it will not reach
the lower skin layers and cause damage.
Recommended dosage: A handful for the whole body. Children approximately 15-20 ml.
Follow the dosage to achieve the proper protection.
Usage:

Apply the cream often especially when you sweat or after swimming.
The best protection against the sun is to stay in the shade or wear clothes.
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Product name

Type

Packaging

Art. No.

Units per box

Sun Cream SPF 15
Sun Cream SPF 30

Medium protection

200 ml tube

3002

12 x 200 ml

High protection

200 ml tube

3022

12 x 200 ml

You can ﬁnd the safety data sheet on www.plum.eu or contact us for further information.
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